
that you
missed something. Yes, ^B 
you have missed something -\j 
content.

product to ensure return cus
tomers. It seems that Batman 
was intentionally made inferior.

Don’t get me wrong, it is a fun 
movie. Quite enjoyable. But only 
for the entire 125 minutes that it

Mac films lack the character flickering images on a screen, 
development needed to produce Perhaps the Big Mac pheno- 
a satisfying film. mena is intentional. I know I will

Nicholson's Joker is deve- see Batman again. I had a great
loped, and he is the most salient time, from what I can remember
feature in Batman. However, I of it. And I am sure that most
have to really strain myself to people will go to multiple view-
think of a Batman scene. Not ings. Is this a marketing tech-
because Keaton lacked Nichol- nique studios use to increase
son’s charisma or because of a attendance? Will leaving people really terrific, but
lesser performance, but because just unsatisfied have them com- because you
the character of Batman is less ing back? God, I hope not. This feel empty,
developed than that of the Joker. will be the end of cinema as an

I liked the use of Batman as the art form. Good movies can also
Dark Knight, but no investigation be seen many times without los- g^^^
into the psychology of the Dark ing their quality. You don’t C^\\S
Knight was attempted. The result have to make an %
is that the cinematic experience, inferior x=,^l 0<®s xXx»o^
which even in a turkey like Star qO^6 -c,^ a'D*"x' xoy.e<-
Trek V is tangible and \jaNe s Vn® .„s a?>
tactile, becomes _ ^0^°° xa(AO<0xrtxx\»( ^n
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the image. Like a treadmill, Saf- 
man takes you nowhere fast.

Another crucial problem with 
the film is that there is no logical 
progression of the story. There is 
not a singular coherent story 
line. Batman and the Joker kibitz 
around a bit and that’s all. At 
least in the 1978 film Superman 
there was a central crisis that 
pulled the film together. Lex 
Luther was sending two nuclear 
missiles into the San Andrea 
fault, causing a major earth
quake that would sink California 
into the ocean.

A central crisis is what Batman 
needs.

It appears that the reason for 
the Big Mac syndrome, however, 
is not the personal development 
of the characters. Each of the Big just

-m Batman. criminals: ^^there aretr'a^,uhe0bW1orrn

SrlSWl BWf5TV senes ana M(chae, Keatons e\s 0\ Go shlneS. Its
book crusa nuare-jaxNed, 'ate* tVxe sun n town.
hero is a sq sort 0f guy_ Ws kind o
leather, unforh9' beds the heroine Recent Pe°p
All this, plus h ent,y Bruce didn't,,
on the first date. APP has a muCh here,
Wayne.theatt 9 lthoutBoy he says, ^^gg 
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nobm around d„ all
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bv MIKEL KOVEH
had a dream a few days 

before seeing Batman, the 
blockbuster film that I’ve been 

waiting a year to see. The dream 
was that I had seen Batman and 
forgot that I had; the only scenes 
that I could remember were the 
ones on the television 
commercials.

After seeing the movie, I dis
covered that the dream was 
actually a prophecy. Batman is 
forgotten the moment you leave 
the theatre. This is not a solitary 
example, however.

In recent years, there has been 
a great number of Big Mac films, 
films that are good but imme
diately forgotten. This pheno
mena, what I call the Big Mac 
theory named after the great 
American burger experience, is 
like eating a Big Mac. You can 
see these films and know you've 
done it but you don't feel like 
you've accomplished anything.

I first noticed this phenomena 
upon exiting the 1985 movie Sf. 
Elmo’s Fire when I caught myself 
thinking that another movie I 
wanted to see was St. Elmo’s 
Fire. But wait, I just saw it. I did? 
Why can’t I remember any of it? 
Why did this film, which looked 
so good in previews, not only 
leave me feeling cold, but also 
feeling empty?

Oddly enough, it is the really 
bad films this year that stay in the 
mind longer. I talk more about 
Star Trek V than I do about Indi
ana Jones and the Last Crusade 
or Batman. Even if you are left 
with a feeling of anger and res
entment towards the filmmakers, 
you have had an experience 
(albeit, a negative one); these Big 
Mac movies leave you with 
nothing.

What is wrong with gHj|
Batman? Well, the g^H
acting is quite wond- ^^g
erful. Jack Nicholson ^^g
is great. Michael Kea- ^^g
ton is a formidable ^^g
Bruce Wayne and 
Gaped Crusader.
Even Kim Basinger, a ^^g
glorified pornstar if ^^g
ever there was one, is ^^g
good. The film is fast
and funny, with great ^^g
special effects and
neat gadgets. S^g

Director Tim Bur- ^^g
ton has shown him- ^^g
self to be a true film ^^g
craftsman. But, al- ^^g
though stylistically ^^g
dazzling with some |^^B
great action scenes, ^^g
Burton has yet to dis- ^^g
cover "tension." This ^^g
film is a wet noodle of jjj^g
flash. Nothing builds ^^g
up and it all falls flat ^^g
after the initial blast of ■HH
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1
v.runs. Coming out of the theatre, 

you may want to see it again right 
away. Not because it is
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live"People usually are quite interested in the program, but 
then again we’re not dealing with an unbiased sampling of 
people. People that tend to go all the way to Kortright have 
more of an interest in the bats. There are a few people that 
can’t cope with it all and don’t go near the bats. But, you also 
get the people who, at the beginning of the evening, were 
not prepared to meet a bat but by the end of the night they 
do. We always have kids that want to know where they can 
get one as a pet. That’s a reasonable indication that there is 
an interest in bats."

"Most people are concerned with bats and public health. 
We tell them that bats are susceptible to rabies but do not 
carry rabies. They are not dangerous. You may object to 
having them in your attic but they are not a health threat. 
Bats are less a threat to your health and well-being than 
cockroaches. They are more a nuisance in your home than a 
threat," says Fenton.

“I try to show people the good side of bats by telling them 
interesting information and anecdotes. For example, when 
a bat is born, it weighs 25 per cent of its mother’s weight. We 
apply that to human terms and say if a woman weighs 100 
pounds, she would give birth to a 25-pound baby. Most 

in the audience can relate to that and people are

BAT BLAH me

that she knows?
Also, the movie explains 

Batman’s motivation, but what 
is the Joker's? Is it all just jeal
ousy over Jerry Hall?

Although the movie is strong 
on effects and the acting is 
excellent, the lack of detail in 
the plot shows a disregard for 
those of us not already familiar 
with the history of Batman.

On top of it all, the batcopter 
really let me down. I thought 

for sure the Joker was going to 
get it, what with missiles and 

radar and all. How could such a 
sleek sophisticated machine 

come to such an embarrasinc 
end?

by LOIS LANE
s a news writer I rarely 
venture into the realm of 
film criticism, but as I saw 

Batman courtesy of Warner 
Brothers, I decided to apply my 
news reporting skills to this 
movie.

Batman — although a very 
good movie overall — leaves 
many questions unanswered to 
those not familiar with either 

the tv show or the comic book 
series — like me. I therefore 

have several questions; Why is 
Batman a bat? Why is there a 

cave under Bruce Wayne’s 
house? Who is Alfred and how 

come he knows so much?
What happened to Robin? How 

did Vicky Vale find out who 
Bruce Wayne really is, and why

is he not surprised to find out
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women 
usually impressed."

Another interesting fact about bats is their life span.
“I can take my first year natural science students into the 
field and catch bats that are older than the students. Bats

4.
Maybe I’m just being too cur

ious, but I really want to know
the answers. That is the sign of

a good news reporter, isn't it? noting
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